
 
Blue Diamond Consulting LLC secures rights to Oricann® Cannabis Lighting 
 
Developed in Israel, Oricann® will redefine “Cannabis Grow Lights” on Multiple Levels. 

December 5th, 2017, Blue Diamond Ventures Inc. (OTC PK: BLDV) Denver, Colorado / Toronto 
 
Blue Diamond Ventures Inc. (BLDV) has secured the North American rights to the Oricann® brand of Cannabis 
Grow Lights for their wholly owned subsidiary Blue Diamond Consulting LLC. Oricann® has deployed 
specialized lighting systems in Israel, in other vertical industries, and has now turned their attention to 
Cannabis Cultivation Fixtures. 

“The focus on Induction Technology of this first offering is significant” said Josh Alper CEO of BLDV, “The 
low operating temperatures combined with energy savings and spectrum control makes the Oricann® 
uniquely suited to the Cannabis Industry” 

Induction lights use radio waves to produce light and are fundamentally different than HPS or LED 
lighting, although Oricann® is not the first to introduce Induction Technology to the market, they are the 

first manufacturer of this technology to fully embrace the Cannabis space with application support and 

customized spectrum offerings. 

 
Multiple clients of BLDV have signed on to be included in the side by side test grows that will document 

the advantages of the Oricann® fixtures including Quality Green Inc. 
 
As Cannabis Growers look to create a sustainable competitive advantage in the market by expressing 

unique genetics and cannabinoid profiles Oricann® can be an asset to achieve profitable goals. 

Blue Diamond Consulting LLC will receive a commission on all sales in North America and will be 
responsible for appointing distributors in all areas starting with Canada. 

 

About BLDV: 
 
 
Blue Diamond Ventures, Inc. is a diversified customer centric Management / Holding Company; Blue 

Diamond Ventures, Inc. seeks opportunities in various markets and is driven by critical thinking, the scientific 

method and compassionate ways to deliver sustainable results. 

 

Safe Harbor: 

 

This press release contains forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are subject to 

several risks, assumptions, and uncertainties that could cause the Company's actual results to differ 

materially from those projected in such statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date 

made and are not guarantees of future performance. We undertake no obligation to publicly revise any 

forward-looking statements. 
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Blue Diamond Ventures Inc. 

535 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 3001, Chicago, Illinois, 60611 

Joshua B. Alper Chief Executive Officer 
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